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CS21002 Switching Circuits and Logic Design

Mid-Semester Test

20–February–2016 2:00–4:00pm Maximum marks: 60

[

Write your answers in the question paper itself. Be brief and precise. Answer all questions.
]

1. Recall that the dual of a Boolean function is obtained by interchanging the AND and OR operations and the
constants 0 and 1. For example, the dual ofa+b′(cd′+e)+0 isa(b′+(c+d′)e)1. Denote the dual off by
fd . A Boolean function is calledself-dual if f = fd .

(a) Using algebraic manipulations, prove thatf (x,y,z) = xy+ yz+ zx is self-dual. (5)

Solution fd(x,y,z) = (x+ y)(y+ z)(z+ x) = (y+ xz)(z+ x) = yz+ xz+ xy+ xz = xy+ yz+ zx = f (x,y,z).

(b) Prove that there are exactly 22n−1
self-dual Boolean functions inn input variables. (5)

Solution First, note thatfd(x1,x2, . . . ,xn) = [ f (x′1,x
′

2, . . . ,x
′
n)]

′. This requires the lower half of the truth table off be the

complemented reflection of the upper half of the table. We canfix the upper half in any of the 22
n−1

ways. The
self-duality requirement then fixes the lower half.
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2. Consider the Boolean functiong(w,x,y,z) = ∑m(0,1,2,4,5,10,12,13,14,15)+∑d(6,8).

(a) Use the Quine–McCluskey tabulation procedure to find all the prime implicants ofg. (No credits will
be given if you manually identify the prime implicants from the Karnaugh map ofg.) (10)

Solution The steps of the tabulation procedure follows.

Index Init Round 1 Round 2 Round 3
0 0 X 0,1(z) X 0,1,4,5(xz) B 0,2,4,6,8,10,12,14(wxy) A

0,2(y) X 0,2,4,6(xy) X

0,4(x) X 0,2,8,10(wy) X

0,8(w) X 0,4,8,12(wx) X

1 1 X 1,5(x) X 2,6,10,14(wx) X

2 X 2,6(x) X 4,5,12,13(wz) C
4 X 2,10(w) X 4,6,12,14(wy) X

8 X 4,5(z) X 8,10,12,14(xy) X

4,6(y) X

4,12(w) X

8,10(y) X

8,12(x) X

2 5 X 5,13(w) X 12,13,14,15(yz) D
6 X 6,14(w) X

10 X 10,14(x) X

12 X 12,13(z) X

12,14(y) X

3 13 X 13,15(y) X

14 X 14,15(z) X

4 15 X
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(b) Draw the prime implicant chart forg, identify the essential prime implicants, and derive a minimum
sum-of-products expression forg. (10)

Solution The prime implicant chart follows.

X X X X X X X X X X

0 1 2 4 5 10 12 13 14 15
→ A = z′ × ⊗ × ⊗ × ×

→ B = w′y′ × ⊗ × ×

C = xy′ × × × ×

→ D = wx × × × ⊗

The chart shows thatA, B andD are essential prime implicants. Including them covers all the minterms off .
Therefore the minimum SOP expression forg is

g(w,x,y,z) = z′+w′y′+wx.
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3. A transmission system encodes the bit 0 as 0000 and the bit 1 as 1111. This leads to one-error-correcting and
two-error-detecting capability. Suppose that noise during the transmissionof an encoded bit can introduce
errors in at most two bits of the codeword. The potentially noisy four-bit codeword that you receive
is denoted byabcd. Design a combinational circuit which takes the four received bits as inputs(their
complements are not input). The circuit has three output bitsf0, f1, f2, where f0 = 1 if and only if 0 was
transmitted,f1 = 1 if and only if 1 was transmitted, andf2 = 1 if and only if there were two errors. Your
design is required to use as few standard gates (two-input AND, OR, NAND, NOR, XOR and XNOR gates,
and NOT gates) as possible. It is possible to design this circuit using only eleven gates. The evaluation of
your answer will depend on (correctness and) how many gates you use. Derive the necessary expressions
for the three outputs, and draw the gate-level diagram of your circuit. (10)

Solution The received bit is 0 if and only if all the received bits are 0 or only one of them is 1. Therefore, we have

f0 = a′b′c′d′+ab′c′d′+a′bc′d′+a′b′cd′+a′b′c′d

= (a′b+ab′+a′b′)c′d′+a′b′(c′d′+ cd′+ c′d)

= (ab)′(c+d)′+(a+b)′(cd)′

= [(ab)+(c+d)]′+[(a+b)+(cd)]′

=
[

(

(ab)+(c+d)
)(

(a+b)+(cd)
)

]

′

.

The received bit is 1 if and only if all the received bits are 1 or only one of them is 0. Therefore, we have

f1 = abcd +a′bcd +ab′cd +abc′d +abcd′

= (ab+a′b+ab′)cd +ab(cd + c′d + cd′)

= (a+b)(cd)+(ab)(c+d).

Finally, we have

f2 = ( f0+ f1)
′
.

This gives the following circuit with eleven gates.

f0

2

1

f

f

a

c
d

b
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Space for the answer to Q3 continues
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4. (a) Consider a two-bit comparator circuit which takes two two-bit unsigned integersa andb as input, and
outputs two bitsg and l. If a > b, we haveg = 1 andl = 0. If a < b, we haveg = 0 andl = 1. Finally,
if a = b, we haveg = l = 0. Derive the expressions forg and l, and write a gate-level Verilog module to
implement this two-bit comparator. (5+5)

Solution Let a = (a1a0)2 andb = (b1b0)2. We haveg = 1 if and only if (a,b) = (1,0),(2,0),(3,0),(2,1),(3,1),(3,2),
that is,

g = (a′1a0+a1a′0+a1a0)b
′

1b′0+(a1a′0+a1a0)b
′

1b0+(a1a0)b1b′0
= (a1+a0)(b1+b0)

′+a1b′1b0+a1a0b1b′0.

Symmetrically, we have

l = (b1+b0)(a1+a0)
′+b1a′1a0+b1b0a1a′0.

Based on this, a Verilog module can be written as follows.

module comp2 (g,l,a1,a0,b1,b0);

output g,l;

input a1,a0,b1,b0;

or (c1,a1,a0), (d1,b1,b0);

not (c2,d1), (d2,c1);

and (c3,c1,c2), (d3,d1,d2);

not (c4,b1), (d4,a1);

and (c5,a1,c4,b0), (d5,b1,d4,a0);

not (c6,b0), (d6,a0);

and (c7,a1,a0,b1,c6), (d7,b1,b0,a1,d6);

or (g,c3,c5,c7), (l,d3,d5,d7);

endmodule
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(b) Your goal is to realize a four-bit comparator. It takes two four-bit unsigned integersA = (a3a2a1a0)2

andB = (b3b2b1b0)2 as input, and outputs two bitsG andL. If A > B, we have(G,L) = (1,0). If A < B, we
have(G,L) = (0,1). Finally, if A = B, we have(G,L) = (0,0). Use three two-bit comparators designed in
Part (a) to implement the four-bit comparator. Draw a schematic diagram of your circuit, and write a Verilog
module to realize this circuit. (5+5)

Solution Let us schematically represent the two-bit comparator of Part (a) as follows.

Comp2
g

l

a
a
b
b

1

1

0

0

A four-bit comparator can be constructed from three copies of the two-bit comparator as follows.

Comp2

Comp2

Comp2

a3
a2
b3

2b

a1

b1

a0

b0

l32

g32

321l

g321

G

L

Comp4

This leads to the following Verilog module.

module comp4 (G,L,a3,a2,a1,a0,b3,b2,b1,b0);

output G,L;

input a3,a2,a1,a0,b3,b2,b1,b0;

comp2 C32(g32,l32,a3,a2,b3,b2),

C321(g321,l321,g32,a1,l32,b1),

C3210(G,L,g321,a0,l321,b0);

endmodule
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